**Continuous Drip Bead (Both sides of Struct)**

3" DRIP BEAD DETAIL

Flush with Bottom of Slab Coupler

Top of Slab Pipe

See Drain Details

**DRAIN DETAILS**

Notes: All drain pipe and fittings to be 4" diameter (Sch 40 PVC). See Item 481 "Pipe for Drains" for sizes, connections and solvent welding. Bend reinforcing steel to clear PVC. Drain length and location shall be directed by the Engineer. No drains shall be permitted over roadways or railways, or within 10'-0" of bent caps. Deepseal outside of exposed PVC, apply acrylic water base primer, then coat with same surface finishing material as used for outside girder rails. No drains shall be permitted over rail or sidewalks. Drain location on the structure shall be installed with the approval and direction of the Engineer. No water shall be discharges into the ditch.

**DRAIN ENTRANCE DETAIL**

Note: Drain entrance formed in rail or sidewalk.

**REGIONAL NOTES**

Specifications, all reinforcing steel, grates, joint forms, etc. shown on this sheet are to be considered subsidiary to other bid items.